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To all whom it may concern:
-vention may be susceptible to changes, and
Be it known that we, B.BNJARIIN F. KIL the right to these changes is claimed, pro
LAM and SAMUEL SCHLESINGER, Jr., citizens vided they are comprehended within the
of the United States, residing at Denver, in Scope
of what is claimed.
the county of Denver and State of Colorado, The invention comprises further features 68
have invented certain new and useful Im
provements in Elastic Shoe-Laces and Fas and combination of parts, as will be here

tening-Clips. Therefor, of which the follow
ing is a specification, reference being had
to the accompanying drawings.
This invention relates to an improved elas
tic shoe lace, a fastening clip therefor and
method of lacing and method for using the
lace, and an object is to provide an article
3.5 and nethod of this character to obviate the
lacing of a shoe every time it is worn avoid
ing tying knots and eliminating loose, strag
gling ends, and the possibility of the knots.
becoming untied and avoiding unlacing of
30 the shoe at night.
Another object, is to provide means for
holding the opposite parts of an upper

of a shoe yieldably laced, thereby avoiding

the elastic inserts which have been used in

the opposite sides of the upper and yet at
the same time to provide a lace which has
the appearance of a hand laced shoe and
yet permit the shoe to be pulled on and off
without unlacing or lacing the shoe.
36) Still another object is to provide a shoe
lacing device of this character which will
permit the shoe to be taken off or put onr
in a relatively short time and to hold the
upper of the shoe so that it will accommo
55 date itself to the foot and the ankle, par
ticularly the latter in all positions thereof.
A further object is to provide a shoe
lacing device of this character which can
be applied to all styles of shoes, including
Oxfords or low cut shoes as well as ladies'
high top boots and the like, and further
more to provide a lacing device which will
be a very great help to mothers saving
them the trouble of iacing shoes on the chil
dren, especially those that are not familiar
with the process of lacing shoes. .
A still further object is the provision of
a novel form of clamp or clip to be attached
to the terminals or extremity of the elastic
lace to hold the lace in position and pre
vent it from unlacing.
While the design and construction at pres
ent, illustrated and set forth' is deemed
preferable, it is obvious that as a result of a
3 reduction of the invention to a more prac
tical form for commercial purposes, the in
25

inafter
set forth, shown in the drawings
and claimed.

In the drawings:Figure 1 is a view, in perspective of a
shoe showing the method of lacing the same
starting from the bottom of the shoe and
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passing the elastic lace in and out the vari
ous eyelets until the terminals of the lace
reach the upper part of the shoe where they
are provided with fasteners,
Fig. 2 is an enlarged detail view of one
end of an elastic shoe lace showing a clip
or clamp as applied thereto,
Fig. 3 is a detail view of the fasterer
: shown in Fig. 2 showing one part of the
fastener open, showing how the lace is con
nected to the other part of the fastener,
Fig. 4 is a detail view of the blank form- :
ing the clip or fastener,
O
fig. 5 is an enlarged detail view of the
lace shown in Fig. 1 but illustrating in dot
tied lines the
where
the lace
returns and engages
through
skipped
eyelets,
Fig. 6 is an enlarged detail view in ele
vation of portions of the opposite sides
of an upper showing a modified arrange
ment of lacing the shoe and in this form
a different form of clip or clamp is em 90
ployed; and
Fig. 7 is a detail view of the form of
clip or clamp shown in Fig. 6.
Referring to the drawings i designates a
conventional form of shoe, the opposite 95
faces of the upper of which are provided
with the usual eyelets 2; and 3 denotes an
elastic shoe lace to engage through the eye
lets. In order to lace the shoe, the lace is
started at the bottom of the shoe in the usual O)
manner, the loop 4 being on the exterior of
the shoe. The ends of the lace beyond the
loop 4 are then passed from the under
portions of the sides of the upper upon the
exterior of the upper through certain of the
eyelets, skipping others as shown and then
returning to those eyelets that are skipped
from the underneath of the upper, thereby
bringing the opposite ends of the lace upon
the exterior of the upper, and so on to the
top of the shoe. The terminals of the op
posite end portions of the lace are then
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lace, a different, iform of clip. or clamp is
passed through the uppermost eyelets of the of
applied.
form of claimp comprises a
upper, and are provided with clips or sheet netalThis
piate
10 which may be any suit
ciamps to hold the lace is place.
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able shape or configuration and is provided
with a pair of parallel slits 11, and the
tongue i2 caused to be formed by the slits
is bent laterally and upon itself and upon
the exileinity of the lace, thereby clamping
the lace to the plate, hence preventing the
end of the lace from being pulled through
the eyelet.

Each clip or clamp 6 consists of 2 sheet
(netal plate having Substantialiy circular
2nd paris 7, one end part of each clip hav
igig a W-shaped sli, 5. The W-shaped prong
8 caused to be forgned by the V-shaped slit.
5 inay be deflected out,7ardly to permit, the
a. 2xtremity of the end portion of the lace to
be inserted into the slig. The prong 8 is The invention having been set forth, what
then forced back into position so that the
as new and useful is:extremity of the prong wiil pierce the shoe i. inmed
a
device
as set forth, an elastic shoe
m thereby securely 2:taching the end of
iace,
lace
being
folded
to form a loop at the
&he lace to the clip. The 3&ier circular part iower part of the upper
a shoe, portions
of the clip is then benz,
the part, hav of the lace beyond the of
loop
passing from 3C
ing the -shaped slit, he
a, CO3, on Oi under the apper upon the exterior
of the
the ace between the two
: iai. After upper,
skipping
certain
of
the
eyelets,
being
lacing the shoe &S previously set orth, each returned to the eyelets which are skipped
ead of the lace is supplied with a clip or and so on, thereby lacing the opposite sides
Wiich reRains permanently attached of he upper, the terminals of the end por
3. ace until the ace is completely worn i.e., tr.
-- a-of
the ace having lineans to prevent, 3.
A shoelaced in this 22nner wiii pei'. theCSextremilies
of the end portions of the
shoe to be taken on 3.ind of withou%
g through he eyelets at the
net.d or lacing the upper gif
ly
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shoe
which first, consists
in to
Gilgesiliig,
{e paris
lace throu

to One &nd of the

rein the under portion.
gger upon the exterior
ertain of the eyeliefs,
it is rig and
eyelets, 2nd SC

shoe,
then ps
of the sides g;

The c

the ice is then passed through ti
eyee Gi le right hand side of
Bid lei gasses consecutively
eyeleå beior, arrang
or ire righ; had
the resaailing

-

igh of ti& OppC

site sides of 2.
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across 6 as
indicat:
yelets

finally relatively

ies if the opposite end
and to prevent, i.e. ex
fi'C.C. gulling hi'ough the apper

:
3.
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ace being:
portion of
passed
boti sides of
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to the oiler, sipping evety
the upwardly hic
to the other, afer
tached e the extreit,
portion of the face. Iotyever, i.
aching the last entioned fasteries C. c. i
the siack in the lace is d.

Sarpius of the8, lace is 32.
clip is attached to the
These downwardiy an
ing p32&s of the said, O
6

!) and

and the extremity of Said other
other side of the 233 is the 2 equipped

with a clip. ... this Redified 3rraigeiaen:
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(site sid
the upper, said pot
Eig ace skipping certain of the eye

33: 2.Éending frcia one side of the

a the other and being returned to
h;ough &ize eyelets which are skipped,
by acing the opposite sides of the up
and neals cle. 3 ped. On the extremities
ace to preven the opposite portions
lace fr33 in pulli
rough the eyelets
gé of the upper.
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